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Abstract
The worldview within indigenous people’s traditional knowledge and western science can be a world of difference. In order to help indigenous students cross the gap and develop a sense of cultural identification. Taking Bunun, one of the Taiwanese indigenous tribes, as our subject, this study aims to develop a teaching module through Bunun’s Millet Festival and implement this module to analyze students’ performance. To have a better understanding of the worldview of Bunun, we had individual interviews with tribal elders and compared the collective materials with literature. Millet Festival is a significant ceremony for Bunun for passing important cultural custom and knowledge. Thus, taking Millet Festival as centerpiece of this study, we tried to connect traditional indigenous knowledge with school science education during Reclaiming Festival, Seed Sowing Festival, Ear-Shooting Festival, Garnering Festival and by making tribal elders assist with school teacher in class. The result shows that this teaching module not only provides abundant materials related to scientific subjects, but also makes the students appreciate the value and meaning of their own culture more. In addition, they would learn to respect the tribal elders sincerely and therefore the cultural inheritance would be rebuilt.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The Difficult Position for Indigenous Students in Science Learning
For a long time, Western science has been considered the only “science” for its outstanding accomplishments and unique understanding and observation of nature. Along with the influence and expansion of colonialism, European science spread to the world and became the mainstream. However, as the reflection on colonialism grows, people started to reflect on the phenomenon of science supreme (Aikenhead, 2011). Also, we could not deny that in the recent two decades, the revolution on science curriculum has been focusing on materials for teaching and the cultivation of teachers, which are derived mainly from western science and attempt to enculturate all students into the value system of Western science (Aikenhead, 2001). Yet this attempt neglects indigenous knowledge that is based on tribal living experience (Guo, 2007). Many scholars (e.g. Chinn, 2007; Fleer, 1997; Hale, 1994; McKinley, 2005, 2007; Sutherland, 1998) pointed that due to the differences between indigenous worldview and that of the western world, students may not be able to find support from western worldview while they are asked to identify with western science. This may lead to a serious problem in cultural adaptation and frustration in learning science. Therefore, indigenous students could feel alienated from science learning and left out from further learning. To solve this problem, Aikenhead (2008) suggests to help indigenous students’ science learning from an explicit cross-cultural perspective and a perspective on the relevant world of everyday events or issues.

There are diversified ethnic groups in Taiwan, and indigenous group is one of the branches of Austronesian. Culture in different indigenous groups can be various and unique, from speaking language, social system to traditional customs. So far, there are fourteen native indigenous tribes in Taiwan. With the mighty torrent of history and rapid change of ecological and social environment, these tribes developed unique strategies to adjust which became the traditional ecological knowledge passed on to today. Nevertheless, the traditional knowledge of Taiwanese indigenous tribes is now endangered and might be lost. In the past, it is passed on through various activities and events like worship
ceremony, farming, weaving, hunting, cooking and so on. While in recent decades, due to the interference of school education with mainstream culture and children’s spending much time in school, indigenous students merely have chance to access to traditional knowledge from home or festivals that became sightseeing and rare (Tsi, 2006). Hence, indigenous students not only feel alienated to traditional knowledge but also grew less identified with traditional culture.

1.2 Worldview and Science Education

A worldview is a culture’s collection of thoughts, beliefs, and values. In ethno-semantics, it is the reality through which a culture understands its human–environment interactions and includes related images and assumptions symbolizing the creation, use, and morality behind the behavior and decisions of individuals (Kearney, 1984). In short, a certain worldview provides a framework for the way of a person’s behavior and thoughts or of how a whole community makes sense of life and the world (understood to include the entire universe) in its most significant aspects and dimensions (Irzik & Nola, 2009).

As Cobern and Loving (2001) suggested, every culture has its own scientific knowledge, just that it is not necessarily called “science.” This way of looking into the world derived from the interaction between human and environment, thus determines the way of how people look into reality along with their behavior and insights. This is what Kearney (1984) defined “worldview.” For instance, Orchid Island’s Tao people separate fish into different categories such as old fish, male fish and female fish according to its eaters and its texture. This categorization is at the same time accords with social classes while European zoologists distinguish fish into Chondrichthyes and Osteichthyes according to its physical structure in order to find the evolutionary filiation. These ways of categorization have their own consideration and function, and it is unfair to judge which is better. Knowledge itself and way of thinking originated from the creativity of human, and therefore different belief and value affect the way how people work and gain their knowledge. Thus, understanding cultural and ethnic difference upon looking at and dealing with natural phenomenon is essential, so is the understanding of the worldview based on relationship between individual and nature.

Students from different communities can be influenced by their living environment and culture, and develop a far different worldview from western scientific one. Because of this difference, indigenous students may feel strange toward western scientific knowledge which includes information mostly abstract, symbolic, yet needs specific definition. Consequently, they feel difficult to adapt, and then refuse to learn. Finally, they become less motivated and underperformed. Worst of all, a wall that splits indigenous knowledge and western knowledge is then built and hard to break. In addition, the teaching materials that cannot be connected with the students’ worldview might lead to a difficult learning situation and make students unable to work out the best of their learning (Hale, 1994). Similarly, Chang, Lee and Yen (2010) pointed out that if science education does not take seriously the different cultural contexts of students’ worldviews, it may be setting up barriers to learning. Also, Ogawa (1989) and Jegede and Okebukola (1991) also agreed that non-western countries might lose their own cultural identity if the school science education only focused on western scientific knowledge. To make science learning meaningful to indigenous students, educators need to design and collect teaching materials from indigenous students’ daily life and living environment.

1.3 Lis-an (Ceremony), Samo (Taboo) and Science Learning

To probe into indigenous traditional knowledge, we have to have a better understanding of indigenous worldview. However, a worldview might be obscure, and even people living in his own culture may not be clearly identify or define it. In order to be close to this obscure concept, we tried to include indigenous festivals into our teaching module, for which contain deep-rooted worldview. Therefore, we could through ceremonial rituals and taboos. As Yang (2006) mentioned, the spirit and taboo of Bunun rituals reach far to Bunun people’s social standard, emotion, and structures of feeling. Also, Bunun rituals show a distinctive way of understanding the world from Bunun’s traditional culture.

Human beings come up with standard rules by observing nature. In order to pursue good luck and keep clear of evils, they make social standard by establishing the many taboos. Upon those unknown and unpredictable, they count on spirits and even try to control the weather and domestic animals by holding ceremonies and developing incantation. Lee, Chiang and Lin (2011) discovered that to survive in the merciless mountains, Bunun people pay much attention to surviving knowledge. The more one know, the more powerful he is. Therefore, he can become the tribe leader and lead the tribe to enrichment and prosperity.

For human beings, ceremonial ritual is a kind of language, a method, and a divine way to communicate with god, from which people gain the power to agreed and support themselves. Also, they discover balance and compromise to nature. In addition, it is the core of a culture. Through ceremonial rituals, the power of men is collected and establishes cohesive forces. On the other hand, for community without written words, ritual is an essential carrier for passing on traditional culture and knowledge. Like Bunun’s Ear-Shooting Festival, except for praying good luck with hunting, adult male members hang ears of the animals on tree branches to teach young kids how to shoot, encouraging them to
be outstanding hunters.

As for how to improve the science learning of indigenous students, there is an agreement reached by many pioneers (Aikenhead, 2008; Chinn, 2007; McKinley, 2007) from a position more closed to indigenous children. In the past, western science was the only knowledge, but it becomes merely a part of the subjects in science education nowadays. As Lee (2013) mentioned, many of the scientific activities for exploring Taiwanese indigenous wisdom are firstly established from the cumulated past experience of indigenous people and their way of using implements, then provide an explanation with western scientific terms. Although these researches might include the internal background and meaning of certain knowledge and skill, the external theory and explanation are still addressed by the abstract scientific terms. Since these theories do not provide the connection among traditional knowledge, taboos and ceremonial rituals, it is difficult for people to reach for a deeper worldview of indigenous culture.

Therefore, many scholars (e.g. Aikenhead, 2001, 2008; Chinn, 2007; Izzik & Nola, 2009; McKinley, 2007) suggest that how to let students learn traditional wisdom based on indigenous worldview while learn to understand western scientific point of view and way of knowing is a current goal that needs more effort. Rather than requiring students to build a new and western worldview, the integration of western science and indigenous worldview should be bringing western science into indigenous children’s life. Based on this way, teaching materials should be tracking the students’ culture and be modified to adapt indigenous students. In other words, through this way teachers could present both traditional cultural knowledge and western scientific knowledge at the same time, and so to help students’ learning western science without making them lose their own cultural identity.

Despite the fact that ritual plays an important role for Taiwanese indigenous tribes, it is especially divine and significant to Bunun which has the most rituals among other Taiwanese indigenous tribes. Among all of the rituals, a series of Millet Festival events are of most importance. Because not only that millet is the main food for Bunun people, but also that Bunun people’s perception of time and annual events are based on the growing of millets. A year begins with reclaiming and seed-sowing and ends with a series of celebration during and after millet garnering. Due to the reason that Millet Festival is a vital core of the culture of Bunun festivals and rituals, we developed a set of learning activities integrated with a series of Millet Festival. Also, we expect to establish a scientific teaching module that is more close to Bunun culture and worldview. Hence, we had Bunun students as our participants and further examined the performance of these students.

2. Method

In the way of qualitative research, this study collected information through individual interview, document analysis and collaborative action research. There were three phases within this research. Firstly we probed into Bunun worldview and Bunun people’s understanding of the universe through document analysis and interviews with tribal elders. Taitung County’s Haiduan Township has been the main area of the activities of Bunun communities and there are abundant sources for discovering Bunun tribes’ traditional culture.

Based on the interview, we tend to link Bunun worldview with western science and to design a scientific teaching module centering on Millet Festival. Because of the limitation of time and human sources, we selected four of the main festivals within Millet Festival to apply to the teaching topics. According to the suitability for current primary school science learning, we chose Reclaiming Festival, Seed-sowing Festival, Ear-shooting Festival and Garnering Festival as the teaching materials.

The third phase was to progress actual teaching practice and to observe the performance of students. The subjects are 4th to 6th grade students in a local primary school where the students are mainly Bunun. Duration is about two months, teaching module applied once every two weeks, with 2 to 3 hours every time. In Bunun tradition, tribal elders play an important role in passing on knowledge to young generations, so we invited tribal elders to the classroom, providing instruction with school teachers. The first hour was lectured, worked, shared and explained by both teachers and tribal elders. During the second and third hours, teachers guided students to through discussion, explanation and operation, and then apply western science into indigenous knowledge. Finally, the students were asked to write a feedback sheet. Via the mixed instruction, students could go beyond either traditional knowledge or western science to contemplate on the value of traditional knowledge and the relationship between human and nature.

2.1 Research Context

The subject Bunun tribes are located in Central Mountain in Taiwan. Most Bunun in the subject area belong to Isibukun, the largest community among the six large communities of Bunun (Bima, 1998). Bunun people have been living there for more than two hundred years, so there are abundant sources of Bunun traditional culture. This area has been an essential area for cultural research on Bunun community. Tribes in this area have close connection with each other, and mostly are relatives. Whenever there is an activity, they would invite each other to attend.
2.2 Elders
We interviewed ten of the tribal elders. Though they had different jobs, they all grew up in the tribes and all passionate about Bunun cultural conservation. Some of them have been long-term subjects of academic organizations, so are no strangers to academic interview.

2.3 School, Teachers and Students
This study collaborated with a tribe primary school, and a teaching module was designed and applied to actual classroom. Subjects are 29 students from forth to sixth grade. This primary school has been long endeavoring to the inheritance of Bunun culture and has been supported by government to establish activities for conserving indigenous culture and language. Despite the teaching materials on ethnic plants instructed in Bunun language and a website for teachers and students to learn about Bunun culture, teachers could only provide cultural lessons as extracurricular activity. The reason is that these materials have not yet been integrated into formal teaching materials. Thus, traditional knowledge and science knowledge in textbooks still cannot be connected. Because of this, this study aims to strengthen the connection between the two of them by designing a specific teaching module.

There were Bunun teachers and non-Bunun teachers in this school. Due to the great loss of indigenous culture, young Bunun teachers were not familiar with traditional culture and knowledge. Thus, we chose to work with a senior Bunun teacher who is more familiar with ceremonial rituals and Bunun festivals.

2.4 The Series of Bunun Millet Festival

Bunun’s Millet Festival is not a single festival; on the other hand, it includes a series of complicated events. Well-known events are shown as Figure 1.

Except Ear-shooting Festival, others are followed by the planting and growing of millet. Since most animals are in hibernation in winter, and people are busy collecting crop of millet in June, the best time to go hunting is April and May, the time for holding Ear-shooting Festival. During this period of time, most wild animals have given birth to their babies, so Bunun people could go into the mountains and hunt prey for celebrating Ear-shooting Festival (Ming, 1989). Though Ear-shooting Festival does not belong to Millet Festival, it is still an important cultural activity for Bunun. In addition, the time for Ear-shooting Festival is closely related to the planting of millet, so we decided to include Ear-shooting Festival into this study.

3. Results

3.1 The Bunun Worldview: Human in Nature
Bunun in its own language means “human.” Traditionally, Bunun people divide the universe into three worlds, “Nature” (dihanin), “Spirit” (hanido) and “Human” (bunun). The ancestors of Bunun believed that they were the only “Human” in the universe while others are either different species or spirits (Vava, 2002).

3.1.1 Human (bunun)
Bunun people divide human into three parts (as shown in Fig.2). The first part is Logbo, physical body given by mother. The second part is hanido, internal spirits on right shoulder and left shoulder. Spirit in left shoulder is “makwan hanido,” which induces people to be selfish, violent or hurt others; while spirit in right shoulder is “mashia hanido,” which guides people to be generous, kind and friendly. The third part is “isang,” which determines every individual’s inclination toward “makwan hanido” or “mashia hanido.” According to this division, Bunun people consider right hand side as respectful, so they will always use their right hand to toast and pass over things, showing their sincerity toward others. “Isang” represents personal will, so as one grows up, isang will also grow stronger and gives everyone different characteristics (Huang, 1989; Yu & Ou, 2002). As a result, in additional to physical appearance, one also possesses the power of both good and evil. This is symbolic to human life that one has to continuously struggle between good and evil. In order to suppress the evil power, one has to follow the taboos so as to manifest good deeds and morality. What’s more, one still has to make decision between good and evil through personal experience and wisdom (Vava, 2002).
3.1.2 Spirit (hanido)

---

“Hanido” can be a spirit of anything in Nature, such as animals, plants, lands or stones. This is specifically an internal power within each of the natural objects and it can be either strong or weak within different objects. When a creature dies or an object disappears, hanido within it may leave, transform or vanish (Huang, 1989).

Bunun people also believe that human can be able to communicate with other natural spirits, even manipulate them with the strong power of human kind. However, other powerful spirits may do harm to human beings as well. Every “hanido” is equal, and can either help or harm people. The spirits are always around at any time and any place. Based on this concept, Bunun people believe that everything in nature is equal and has its own value. Since there is no one superior or inferior, men have to respect everything else around the world (Vava, 2002).

For Bunun people, the mountains can be alive because there is every kind of Hanido within animals, plants or stones. Some are wild and unknown, while some are the spirits of objects accidentally died, they might be dangerous to human beings. The most important one among these Hanidos are the spirits of the ancestors, for they can protect Bunun people and bring good luck. Before going into the mountains and hunting, they would firstly pray with wine and cigarettes, letting the spirits know that they are going hunting to prevent from offending the spirits. Through this way, they can also invite the spirits of the ancestors to protect them. During the interview, some elders mentioned that villagers had experiences encountering some of the spirits and being troubled.

Hence we could clearly see that Hanido plays a very important role in Bunun tribes. They not only existing anywhere and anytime, but living with human beings. Some of them are men’s friends while some of them may cause harm. To
Because of the complexity of the series of Millet Festival, and due to the fact that not everything can be applied to strong as a silver grass stem, and that the millet can be as large as soapberry. In other words, this is to pray for soapberry and silver grass pole, the elders said, “To make a wish that the stem of millet can grow to be something as students the function of soapberry in traditional indigenous life. Also, the students will realize that using soapberry as besides ceremonial rituals, soapberry is a common cleaning supply in traditional Bunun life. Hence, this topic teaches garnering for the coming year. Based on this idea, we implement the worldview of “praying for bless through movement. Finally, students would learn how their ancestors tell the seasonal change through observation of constellation.

3.2 The Teaching Module

Because of the complexity of the series of Millet Festival, and due to the fact that not everything can be applied to primary school learning, we chose to only look at Reclaiming Festival, Seed-sowing Festival, Ear-shooting Festival and Garnering Festival and implement these four specific festival into our teaching module.

3.2.1 Reclaiming Festival: Best Way to Determine Seasonal Change

Traditionally, millet is the most vital production for Bunun tribes. Tribal elders claimed that during the process of growing millet, time for seed-sowing is especially important. If the millet seed is not sowed too late, the growing and Garnering of it might be seriously affected. The warm weather in March and April is the best time for millet to sprout, so Bunun people have to spread the seeds before Spring. Because of the calculation of Bunun calendar, when to open the ground and when to sow seeds become the most vital issues that Bunun people concern.

Isibukun Bunun’s traditional calendar divides a year into ten months. Reclaiming Festival is held in the tenth month (Vava, 1997). Researcher had observed the stars with tribal elders, and the elder mentioned, “We would especially look for “bonok,” a V-shape start sign, at around 4 to5 in the early morning when opening season is close. It is usually located at the spot we see sunset (Note: South-west). Elders would get up very early in the morning of October and November, and as long as they see this start sign, they know it is time to get prepared.” From the perspective of western science, the V-shape start sign is called as Taurus. For the time that Taurus goes down to the west to the domestic mountain top is exactly around October. Thus we could conclude that Bunun people have observed the circular regulation of starts and its relationship with seasonal change. Therefore, we try to implement the worldview of “Dihanin,” the natural law, into teaching materials and link it to the chapters on constellations and their regular movement. Finally, students would learn how their ancestors tell the seasonal change through observation of constellation.

3.2.2 Seed-Sowing Festival: Symbolic Meaning and Ecological Value of Soapberry

Bunun people are living in the mountains, where there is abundant of plants. Therefore, Bunun people’s life experience can never be alienated from plants. During the ceremonial ritual, some plants would be used symbolically for praying. For example, during Seed-sowing Festival, tribal elders would put the fruit of soapberry onto silver grass pole, stick it to the ground, and then pray and communicate with the spirits of ancestors. As being asked why is it especially soapberry and silver grass pole, the elders said, “To make a wish that the stem of millet can grow to be something as strong as a silver grass stem, and that the millet can be as large as soapberry.” In other words, this is to pray for garnering for the coming year. Based on this idea, we implement the worldview of “praying for bless through ceremonial ritual” into chapters relevant to the categorization, structure and function of plants, letting students learn all these from observing the features of soapberry firstly.

Besides ceremonial rituals, soapberry is a common cleaning supply in traditional Bunun life. Hence, this topic teaches students the function of soapberry in traditional indigenous life. Also, the students will realize that using soapberry as cleaning supply is just in accordance with the eco-awareness nowadays.

3.2.3 Ear-Shooting Festival: Gunpowder Prescription and Ecological Conservation

Bows and arrows are early tool for hunting, and later there were guns. The production of gunpowder is thus the primary work for Bunun people. Yet in the past, how did they produce gunpowder that is much easier to purchase today by using
natural sources? According to one of the tribal elders,

“...there is a shelf in chicken coop on which chickens can move around. The excrement of chicken will be going to the ground through the chink on the shelf. After one or two years, the excrement on top will be put aside and the soil underneath will be taken - and then the soil is washed with water, after that...this collected water will have a thick smell of excrement. Then we cook this water, keep cooking, keep stewing, till it becomes almost solid, a bit like gel. We put out the fire, waiting until it gets cold. Then there is nothing liquid in the pot, there is only some kind of white powder inside.

“...and there is another kind of powder...that our ancestors could never buy. So our ancestors would climb up to the mountains looking for the largest and oldest hot spring. When the hot spring flowed through the stone, there would be sulfur solidified on the stone. They scraped off the sulfur and make it sun-dried till it is completely dried. Finally, they picked all the impurities out of the powder, leaving only yellow powder.

“...Our ancestors would chop down a kind of tree, of which the fruits taste salty. Then they burned the chunk till it became charcoal, and chop, chop, chop, chopping it into powder. It is this black powder; but not any kind of tree can be turned into charcoal, it must be this...The ingredients of gunpowder are this black powder mixing with white powder extracted from chicken excrement and yellow powder obtained from hot spring. Only these three mixed together could result in ignition.”

From western science’s point of view, the white powder extracted from chicken excrement contains nitre, the main ingredient of yellow powder scraped off from stones beside the hot spring is sulfur, and the black powder is from the nutgall tree. These three are the main ingredients for making gunpowder. With this knowledge, textbook chapters on principle of combustion can thus be connected to the indigenous life and tradition.

On the other hand, there are serious rule and taboos for hunting and the object to hunt in Bunun culture. For instance, animal-hunting is not allowed during the breeding season. Also, hunting activities are not allowed when the number of animals decreased. They have to wait until the number increased. The elders said, “This is the rule of our ancestors.”

“...Usually in order to prolong the existence of animals, we couldn’t go hunting in the mountains this time when does are pregnant. We must wait until the fawn baby is born. What’s more, the hunter would go to the mountains and take a look at his prey. If the antler is still small, we have to wait until it grows large. Usually each family has their own hunting field. To portion out the food, the elders set rules for the family hunting field. The hunters could not step beyond the boundary. Then the elders in each family would discuss how to maintain the number of animals. They could not kill all the animals at one time.”

From the point of view of ecology nowadays, the rules and taboos include the modern concept of sustainable conservation. In Bunun’s worldview, human being is not the master of the universe, and is equal to any other animals. There is no one superior and no one inferior. Therefore, human should not be near-sighted and hunt the animals excessively. This worldview of “obeying the law of Dihanin” and “Taboos set because of Hanido” is close to modern concept of conservation, thus can be applied to textbook chapters on eco-conservation.

3.2.4 Garnering Festival: Production and Significance of Millet Wine

Garnering food is rather important for many communities. When Bunun people store the sun-dried millet crop to the barn, they would hold Garnering Festival. During this festival, millet is the indispensable offering. According to one of the tribal elders, the production process of Millet Wine is as follows:

...there was no fuel gas in the past, so our ancestors burned wood to steam millet, which took a whole day...then mashed and hulled mukun (Formosa Lambquarters), and added it into the pot. But you must wait until the cooked millet gets cold, and then you put into mukun - mukun looks like the spikes of rice - then seal it. Besides this process, because mukun does not ferment very well, we have to ask someone who is healthy and has no bad tooth to chew the millet, mixing the saliva into the cooked millet, then spit it out into the millet prepared to make wine. But we don’t do that now, that is an ancient method...Because mukun does not ferment well, so our ancestors needed to add saliva. Without saliva, millet wine would taste bitter. With saliva, the wine tastes sweeter, sweet taste.

For the design of teaching module, through introducing mukun and its relationship with seasonal change, we could also link it to ferment mechanism. Through this way, kids would think more about the meaning of traditional Garnering Festival and understand that only working hard on plowing and sowing could lead to Garnering. Only with the garnering of production, there could be extra food to be stored and garnered and made into wine. Otherwise, there would not be any extra food to store, not even mention making millet wine. Hence, Work-Garring-Wine has a close cause-and-effect relationship with each other. Through Garnering Festival, students would realize why hard working is an upholding value for Bunun people. According to the tribal elders, indigenous people only drink wine when there is a
festival or when friends come to visit. Thus, the students learned their own traditional drinking culture rather than following Han people’s stereotype that indigenous people are used to be alcoholic. This teaching module not only lets students know more about how to make wine and the ferment mechanism during the process, but also let them have a better understanding of the drinking culture. In addition, students would learn the significance of working hard.

This study aims to develop a teaching module centered on ceremonial festival and founded on Bunun worldview (see Table 1).

Table 1. The connection between Millet Festival, worldview and teaching goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Festival</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Worldview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reclaiming</td>
<td>Constellation and Star</td>
<td>Learn how ancestors tell seasonal change</td>
<td>Obeying Dihanin’s Natural Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festival</td>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>Learn the relationship between constellation and seasonal change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed-sowing</td>
<td>Ethno-Plant: Soapberry</td>
<td>Learn to tell the features of soapberry</td>
<td>Praying for Dihanin’s Bless through Festivals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festival</td>
<td></td>
<td>Learn the significance of soapberry in the festival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear-shooting</td>
<td>Gumpower</td>
<td>Learn to know the ingredients used to make gunpowder</td>
<td>Obeying Taboos set to respect Hanido</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festival</td>
<td>Millet Wine</td>
<td>Learn the mechanism of fermentation</td>
<td>Following the rules under Dihanin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnering</td>
<td></td>
<td>Learn the process and meaning of Millet Festival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The whole teaching process is following the four important festivals within Millet Festival, each of the four festivals is combined with a main theme and two to three indigenous knowledge that can be applied to western science. Moreover, students have to learn the worldview contained in each of the festivals. Please see Figure 4 for the actual teaching process of each topic.

3.3 Learning Result

3.3.1 Enriching Reflection via Bridging Traditional Knowledge and Western Science

The feature of this module is to make each topic centered on traditional festivals, and to make students learn to link traditional knowledge and western science. According to students’ feedback, we could find that their thoughts toward a certain topic were enriched.
Take the topic on Millet Wine for example. From what students said on the feedback sheet, they used to think that Millet Wine is to simply mix Millet with wine. When the teacher asked, “How to make Millet Wine,” the answer was usually “Adding Millet and wine together!” After the teacher’s introduction of mukun, and requirement of “healthy students” to chew the cooked millet with students’ exclamation, they felt impressed upon ferment mechanism. They learned that wine is produced through the ferment mechanism of millet instead of simply adding wine into millet.

Teacher (as T): Ok, now you all know Millet Wine. Anyone could tell me how to produce millet Wine?
S512: To make it!
T: With wine?
S508: No, with that plant mukun. To make it ferment, chew with teeth, a healthy person to chew it.
S603: Saliva.
T: So traditionally we got mukun and saliva. But how do we do it now?
S (all): Ferment powder!
T: So in order to make wine, what mechanism is needed with millet?
S (all): Fermentation!

3.3.2 Identifying the Value and Significance of Indigenous Culture

For the Constellation and Star Movement topic, students learned that the constellation is from the east to the west, rising east and setting west. They also learned the circular regulation of start signs and how they exercise. The regulation was what indigenous ancestors used to find the best time for Reclaiming. Many students claimed, “How smart our ancestors are!”

The topic on local plants also improves students’ identification with their own culture. The following conversation is quoted from the individual interview we did after class. From students’ answer, we could see that they learned the meaning of ceremonial rituals and felt proud of their own festivals.

Researcher: If there are guests coming from elsewhere, and you need to introduce Seed-Sowing Festival to them. How would you introduce this festival? What would you say?
S602: I would introduce silver grass and soapberry.
Researcher: Why do you want to introduce these two?
S602: I’d like to let them know that using these two is to expect millet growing as big as soapberry and the stem of millet as strong as silver grass pole.

Moreover, through the comparison with modern environmental pollution, students realize the value and importance of their own traditional culture. Through the traditional cleaning supply, soapberry, the consciousness of living in harmony with nature is thus prominent.

S512: In the class, teacher told us the story of our ancestors. I found that things used by them are natural, not chemical, not polluting the earth.
S510: Yes, that’s intelligent and environment-friendly. Good to human beings, and good to the earth too.

3.3.3 Respecting the Tribal Elders

Early times, Bunun people taught their children through oral instruction and living experience. Young people learned traditional knowledge and skills passed down from the ancestors. Boys learned to be a good hunter, and learned to tell the weather, direction, and habitual behavior of animals; while girls learned planting and weaving. Through ceremonial rituals, tribal mythology and folk songs were passed on by speaking words (Takewatan, 2007). Thus tribal elders had a very high reputation in traditional tribes. However, under modern education, the mission of passing on knowledge became the job of school teachers. Knowledge taught in school textbooks is far different from Bunun traditional knowledge, resulting in a serious loss of traditional wisdom and culture with the passing of tribal elders. Furthermore, with the influence of modernization and globalization, western science became the only truth. Consequently, traditional knowledge is not taken seriously any more, and the reputation and importance of tribal elders decreased. Thus, one of the tribal elders implied, “The ways used in the past are useless nowadays, so there is no need to teach.” School teachers mentioned, “Tribal elder did not have a standard civic education, and the students may think that you don’t know the things I learned from school. So they don’t expect tribal elders as people did in the past.”

But after applying this teaching module, students’ attitude towards tribal elders changed. Take the topic on gunpowder for example, students not only learned the necessary condition and ingredients for ignition and explosion, but also
learned the worldview of obeying Dihanin’s law. Bunun people believe that if they could always obey the law of Dihanin to plant and hunt, there would always be Garnering and with fruitful results. On the contrary, without obeying to the law of Dihanin, human beings may not be able to survive. After the instruction of tribal elders, students learned how to tell seasonal change and the habitual behavior of animals. The sharing of hunting experiences and wisdom of tribal elders are not merely an eye-opener to all the students, but to make them more respectful to the elders.

S401: Tribal elders are smarter; they told us what not to do and what to do.
S510: Tribal elders know indigenous culture and can speak indigenous language, so I adore and appreciate.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

For a long time, Bunun people have built their own traditional knowledge and established interactive relationship with nature. They do not consider men as the dominator but as equal as any other creatures in nature. This worldview makes Bunun people to be harmony with local environment and animals, which is valuable and worth of passing on to the next generation. At the same when there was no school, traditional knowledge was passed on by story-telling, practical tasks and taboo regulation. Young people also learned and worked out the shared life commitment from fables and legends. However, most adults leave their tribe for work nowadays, leaving school education the main source for children to learn and obtain knowledge. This results in great loss of indigenous culture, so how to develop science courses mixing both traditional indigenous knowledge and western scientific knowledge becomes a serious task for school education. These courses not only provide western scientific explanation for traditional knowledge, but also make traditional knowledge a motivation to understand and learn western science. In short, combining the two kinds of knowledge within recent multicultural scientific education has been an essential goal to achieve.

Ceremonial ritual has great importance and significance in indigenous culture, which links indigenous worldview, social standard and traditional knowledge, and plays a vital role in cultural inheritance. Bunun is a tribe that has a complicated ritual system, and millet growing is considered to be the core of this system. Thus, this study tried to work out a teaching module that is in accordance with Millet Festival, the most important ritual for Bunun community, providing a more flexible and workable for Han teachers and young indigenous teachers to integrate traditional knowledge and western science. Moreover, we invited local elders to participate in school teaching, so as to build a more authentic relationship between young and old for cultural inheritance. Through the elders’ participating and sharing traditional knowledge, tribal experience can be taken more seriously in school education. In this way, the goal of “rekindling tradition” (Aikenhead, 2001) can be also achieved. We can see clearly that through the communication between traditional knowledge and western science, students will not only be able to develop ample thoughts upon science-related subjects and topics, but to appreciate their own culture. Also, they learn to respect the tribal elders, and reestablish the channel of cultural succession. From students’ performance we could also see that the teaching module did help students’ learning science. Last but not the least, this teaching module makes contribution to indigenous cultural inheritance since it has a deeper connection to indigenous worldview through essential rituals. Accordingly, we recommend this teaching module for future science learning courses provided to indigenous students.
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